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NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyPsychLab does not come packaged with this
content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyPsychLab, search for ISBN-10:
013413074X / ISBN-13: 9780134130743 That package includes ISBN-10: 0133792420 / ISBN-13:
9780133792423 and ISBN-10: 0205206514 / ISBN-13: 9780205206513. MyPsychLab should only
be purchased when required by an instructor. For courses in Lifespan Development which take a
chronological approach Help students understand how culture impacts development â€“ and why it
matters Human Development: A Cultural Approach, Second Edition leads students to examine all
stages of development through the engaging lens of culture. The first author to take a wholly cultural
approach to human development, Jeffrey Arnett integrates cross-cultural examples throughout the
narrative to reveal the impact of cultural factors both in the US and around the world. Arnettâ€™s
emphasis on culture fosters a thorough, balanced view of development that prepares students to
face challenges in our diverse and globalized world â€“ whether they travel the globe or remain in
their hometowns. Also available with MyPsychLabÂ® This title is also available with MyPsychLab
â€“ an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program designed to work with this text to engage
students and improve results. Within its structured environment, students practice what they learn,
test their understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course
material and understand difficult concepts. Students, if interested in purchasing this title with
MyPsychLab, ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course ID. Instructors, contact
your Pearson representative for more information. Human Development: A Cultural Approach,
Second Edition is also available via REVELâ„¢, an immersive learning experience designed for the
way today&#39;s students read, think, and learn. Fully interactive Cultural Focus and Research
Focus features bring the study of development to life, and Applying Your Knowledge videos help
students apply chapter content to their own lives and future careers.
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Arnett wrote this whole textbook and included pictures of his own children throughout. The book
ventures into different theories of human development, and splits up life into different developmental
stages. It starts with conception and ends with the afterlife. I loved the chapter on emerging
adulthood (ages 18-25). It is written for Millenials, those who are currently in between high school
and a career, but still don't feel like adults.

The book is what it is. It's not for fun reading. BUT I will say that this book has an odor to it. I don't
know what happened to it before I got it in my hands. I can't get rid of it. Have had the book for a
month. I can't read it without getting a headache from the smell. It smells like it has sat in a trunk of
a car for a year, but still more pungent. Would recommend getting this book from your bookstore if
possible. Or having a way of returning it. This stinks.

I read this book as a class requirement but in the end it was put together beautifully and it was
informative on many levels. A bit pricey for a college student.

It was the text that the professor used and I'm glad I purchased it. I got an A in the class.

Great an informative book. Came in excellent condition.

Book was in perfect condition. Love it.
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